A GAMING CRYPTO
TOKEN

1.0 INTRODUCTION
PUB-30 is a gaming crypto-token built on the Binance Smart Chain(BSC) Network to revitalize
the gaming industry with its NFTs and Metaverse Technology. PUB-30 can be bought, sold, and
exchanged on multiple exchanges by players.
It is a blockchain-veriﬁable non-fungible token (NFT), a type of digital asset. Assets might be
pieces of art, music, or in-game assets like unique avatars.
It's no surprise that PUB-30 is at the top of the crypto coin game.

1.1. Account Creation
Every user creates a public and private key pair (account) to manage their in-game assets
and PUB-30 token cryptographically. The public key is their unique identiﬁer on the Binance
Smart Chain address. The private key is used to sign network-related transactions. Our API
provides a workﬂow that creates an account automatically during the game's onboarding
process. It ensures that registering for a game won't be any more difﬁcult. Those who already
have an account need to sign up with our wallet and submit their public address.

1.2. Wallet
After creating the wallet, the player can get in-game awards and items to ﬁll it. The wallet
allows the user to view their transactions and unique non-fungible items. You can also purchase items on the marketplace with the account. Everyone is welcome to join the ecosystem; all that is required is a valid, authenticated email address. Any activity that may cause
PUB-30 to leave the ecosystem, like using the marketplace, necessitates compliance with
rules, including age veriﬁcation—to do this, a KYC is required.

2.0 DISCLAIMER

This document is provided solely for informational reasons and is subject to change without
notice. In this whitepaper, PUB-30 disclaims any representations, warranties, or undertakings
concerning the truth and completeness of any information.
There is no attempt to create or implement any contract in this whitepaper, and no attempt
is made to be all-inclusive or exhaustive. The primary goal of this whitepaper is to provide
relevant information to potential token holders so that they may thoroughly analyze the project and make an informed decision.
Before participating in the acquisition of PUB-30, we strongly advise you to carefully read
this whitepaper and all related documents, including the purchase contract. You might also
hire qualified professionals to assist you with investment analysis.
PUB-30 accepts no duty for any damages, direct or indirect, resulting from the use, reference, or reliance on the contents of this whitepaper.
The information in this whitepaper should not be considered business, legal, financial, or tax
advice. Consult your legal, financial, tax, or other expert advisors about PUB-30 and its
public ICO.
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3.0 ABSTRACT
In 2017, the first game that used blockchain technology was released. The Global
Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) market was valued at USD 15.70 billion in 2021 and is
predicted to reach USD 122.43 billion by 2028.
In-game economies have evolved considerably, with some games believed to have billions of dollars in virtual items traded annually. Despite this astounding expansion,
there are inefficiencies in the market, and the benefits are not equally shared. Even
gamers struggle to monetize their efforts despite spending endless hours playing
games they enjoy.
As ardent supporters of blockchain technology, we feel it is time for all parties in the
gaming ecosystem, including gamers, developers, and publishers, to profit from this
remarkable growth. It entails giving the gamer and the market greater power, allowing gamers to purchase and sell the virtual assets they acquire, and also providing
them with additional ways to earn rewards as they play and contribute money to the
ecosystem.
PUB-30 filled this gap by creating the game token BEP-20. It's a Binance chain-based
token that allows players to monetize and developers to generate new revenue
streams by creating new commodities.
The PUB-30 token will be used in this game ecosystem to reward players and to buy,
sell, and exchange rare items. The output of a global marketplace for designing and
trading digital goods will give players more influence over the expensive items
they've bought. Developers and content producers will be able to improve their current rare items by introducing specialized non-fungible items, which will be based on
the new BEP-20 token standard, one of the main aspects of the PUB-30 ecosystem.

4.0 FRAMEWORK

4.1 PUB-30 Technology

PUB-30 intends to employ the Binance Smart Chain to standardize in-game spending and
digital asset trading on our worldwide marketplace. Our mission is to become the global
transactional currency to trade items in the gaming environment and to reward gamers for
playtime and in-game achievements. PUB-30 genuinely empowers players by uniting the
ecosystem.
They make use of BEP-20 technology. It is a Binance Smart Chain token standard that en-

The BEP-20 token standard serves as a blueprint for other tokens.
BEP-20 tokens can represent a share, a crypto asset, a fiat currency, or any other
asset of your choice.
The BEP-20 tokens can be linked to tokens from different blockchains.
Those who act as validators for the transfer of BEP-20 tokens are rewarded in
BNB.

4.2 PUB-30 Project
The PUB-30 project was formed by the Secret Gaming Community and its founder in 2022.
They have been transacting in a variety of fields, specifically gaming.

4.3 PUB-30 Interaction

It can be bought, sold, and traded among players on multiple exchanges. On the open NFT
marketplace, users can purchase and trade PUB-30 bases, virtual land, and game avatar par-

4.4 PUB-30 Rule

To activate any bundle, you must have 80 percent PUB-30 token and 20 percent PUB-20
token.

4.5 PUB-30 Social

Join the NFT Discord and Telegram chats to see what other people are talking about NFTs
and upcoming releases.

5.0 PUB-30 REWARDING TOKEN
We've developed PUB-30, a BEP-20-compatible utility token that empowers players, fosters
an open gaming environment with unique (non-fungible) products, and pays players for the
time and work they put into games. It is based on the Binance blockchain and is operated by
publishers, developers, and gamers throughout the ecosystem.
PUB-30Token can be used to pay asset designers' royalties, connect game economies, and
reward skillful or valuable conduct.

There are five main ways for gamers to get PUB-30 tokens.
1. Through involvement in our Token Generation Event.
2. Accomplishments and skill-based in-game actions that reward you with them.
3. Buying and selling digital assets to get money.
4. You can purchase them from our global Token Store.
5. Getting paid royalties for creating digital assets with their help.

6.0 PUB-30 BENEFITS

Lower transaction fees
Increased transparency and security
Tailor rewards to boost retention and playtime
Combine the game with a larger ecosystem

The developers have not overlooked any details. The third-party and the publishers are
both transparent. Instead of a murky marketplace that operates in the dark, PUB-30 creates a secure and long-term environment that benefits gamers. The fee is minimized,
and players' discretion over moves will be guaranteed. All trades in the marketplace will
be monitored on the blockchain, allowing publishers to understand their customers’ behavior and the economies of their games.

7.0 OUR PRINCIPLES
7.1 Belief in Reality: We proceed with curiosity, knowledge, and compassion.
7.2 Make things simple: Our habits and processes assist us in succeeding.
7.3 Punctual: We work quickly and value action over perfection.
7.4 Exhibit-Modern Vision: We strive to be the best version of ourselves.

8.0 SECURITY OF THE IN-GAME PURCHASE AND BILLING SYSTEM
All interactions with the billing and payment systems will take place on the server and will
be protected by multi-level access controls and transaction audits. To safeguard the billing
systems, a combination of network filtering, anti-DDoS protection, and a.i.-based advanced
threat prevention powered by machine learning will be used.

8.1 PUB-30 API SECURITY
The security of the PUB-30 API has been a critical component since its initial release.
Rather than just blacklisting permitted messages, GamerTokenPUB-30 will be protected by
extensive network-level access restrictions, audit trails, whitelisting, and blockchain.

9.0 PUB-30 TOKENOMICS

Total Token Supply :..............1,11,111
Seed Farming Supply:...........30%
Present Value (2022):............$100
Future Value (2023):..............$1000
Decimal:................................18
Token Name:.........................PUB3.0
Ticker:...................................PUB3.0

10.0 PUB-30 SEED FARMING

10.1 PHASE-1

Total Token: 11,111
Token Rate: $30/Token
Purchase limit: 500 tokens
Phase Round: 15 days

10.2 PHASE-2

Total Token: 11,111
Token Rate: $45/Token
Purchase limit: 250 tokens
Phase Round: 15 days

10.3 PHASE-3

Total Token: 11,111
Token Rate: $ 60/Token
Purchase limit: 100 tokens
Phase Round: 15 days

11.0 EXCHANGE OF PUB-30 TOKENS ARE

PancakeSwap
BogSwap
Mdex
AnySwap
Safepal
bSwap
BSC Station
Token Pocket
Launch Zone
Unstoppable Wallet
O3 Swap
CheeseSwap
Autofarm
BiSwap
ApeSwap
1inch
Poocoin
DappRadar
ZeroSwap
Dex. guru
Kyberswap

Matcha
Dodoex
DefiSwap
Dextools
Zapper
Valuedefi
PinkSwap
KnightSwap
Radioshack
Flooz
Izumi
FstSwap
ELK finance
Plasmafinance
Paraswap
Varenx
Coinalpha
Arken
Nomiswap
OpenOcean
Bunicorn

11.1 FUTURE PARTNERS
CoinGecko
BINANCE NFT
CoinMarketCap
OpenSea
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